
THE RESOURCES AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL RISK OF THE NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT

Nuclear power plants in normal operation emit less sources including the environmental impact.

Water consumption and risks[ edit ] During the process of nuclear power generation, large volumes of water
are used. However, the volumes involved are small and waste repositories are being developed to ensure that
the waste remains sequestered from the environment. Radioactive wastes are classified as low-level waste or
high-level waste. Carbon Dioxide Nuclear power has been called a clean source of energy because the power
plants do not release carbon dioxide. Uranium mill tailings contain the radioactive element radium, which
decays to produce the radioactive gas radon. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has strict rules governing
nuclear power plant decommissioning that involve cleanup of radioactively contaminated power plant systems
and structures and removing the radioactive fuel. Uranium workers are routinely exposed to low levels of
radon decay products and gamma radiation. The United States does not currently have a permanent disposal
facility for high-level nuclear waste. There are two main environmental problems associated with nuclear
power plant cooling systems. Waste would be transported in large trucks. Use of hydrogen Nuclear reactors
and power plants have complex safety and security features An uncontrolled nuclear reaction in a nuclear
reactor could result in widespread contamination of air and water. Terrorism threats are another concern that
needs to be addressed. Nuclear energy is not necessarily a clean energy source. The warmer water kills some
species of fish and plant life. Last updated: January 16, Also in Nuclear explained. This all contributes to
global warming. In terms of dose to a human living nearby, it is sometimes cited that coal plants release times
the radioactivity of nuclear plants. However, as with all energy sources, there is some pollution associated
with support activities such as mining, manufacturing and transportation. A large area surrounding a nuclear
power plant is restricted and guarded by armed security teams. Second, after the water is used to cool the
power plant, it is returned to the ocean or river. Various scientific studies have shown an increased rate of
cancer among people who live near nuclear power plants. However, we need to replace them with something
â€” and ideally not more nuclear power stations. Want to read more? However, this study only does not
compare nuclear with renewable technologies, which have no side effects for human health. In the US
National Renewable Energy Laboratory NREL reviewed a large number of studies and determined that the
variation can be attributed to such factors as differences in the exact choice of designs assumed for each study,
different operating assumptions and different evaluation methods. For a small country such as Japan, the
question of what to do with all these spent panels is already becoming a problem. This storage system also
reduces the radiation levels at disposal sites. Low Level Radiation Nuclear power plants constantly emit low
levels of radiation into the environment. Many stages of the nuclear fuel chain â€” mining, milling, transport,
fuel fabrication, enrichment, reactor construction, decommissioning and waste management â€” use fossil
fuels, or involve changes to land use, and hence emit carbon dioxide and conventional pollutants. For
example, solar energy requires large arrays of solar panels, which degrade over time and must be replaced.


